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Abstract
The general  all-ones problem is deﬁned as follows: Given a graph G = (V ,E), where V and E denote the vertex-set and the
edge-set of G, respectively. Denote C as an initial subset of V. The problem is to ﬁnd a subset X of V such that for every vertex v
of G\C the number of vertices in X adjacent to v is odd while for every vertex v of C the number is even. X is called a solution
to the problem. When C = ∅, this problem is the so-called  all-ones problem. If a vertex is viewed to be adjacent to itself, the
 all-ones problem is addressed as the + all-ones problem. The + all-ones problem has been studied extensively. However, the
 all-ones problem has received much less attention. Unlike the + all-ones problem, which has solutions for any graphs, the 
all-ones problem may not have solutions for many graphs, even for some very simple graphs like C3 and P5. So, it becomes an
interesting question to ﬁnd polynomial time algorithms to determine if for a given tree the problem has solutions. And if it does,
to ﬁnd a solution to the minimum  all-ones problem. In this paper we present two algorithms of linear time to solve the general
 all-ones problem for trees. The ﬁrst one is good for counting the number of solutions if solutions do exist, and the second one is
good for solving the minimum  all-ones problem. Furthermore, we can modify the algorithm slightly to solve the general minimum
 all-ones problem.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A cellular automaton is a discrete dynamical system that consists of an arrangement of basic components called
cells together with a transition rule. In this paper, we study cellular automaton based on the -rule on graphs. In what
follows we always assume that G = (V ,E) is a ﬁnite connected simple undirected graph. Each vertex (cell) assumes
one of the two states, viz. 0 or 1. An assignment of states to the vertices will be called a conﬁguration. The behavior
of the automaton is determined by a local transition rule: the state of vertex (cell) v at time t + 1 depends only on the
states of the vertices (cells) in the neighborhood of v at time t. We consider the local rule  of a very simple algebraic
nature: states are elements over GF(2) and the next state of a vertex (cell) v is the sum of the states of all neighboring
vertices (cells). Analogously, for the +-rule, the state of a vertex v at time t + 1 is the sum of the states at time t of
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the neighbors as well as the state of the vertex v itself. The local rule is applied in parallel everywhere to obtain the
global rule operating on conﬁgurations. If X is a conﬁguration at time t, Y is the conﬁguration at time t + 1 by - or
+-rule, then Y is called the successor of X (with respect to  or +), and conversely, X is called a predecessor of Y.
One of the basic problems in the study of the evolution of conﬁgurations is to determine whether a given conﬁguration
has a predecessor. This problem is referred as the predecessor existence problem (PEP) [10]. For known results on the
complexity of this problem, see [14,16]. As is shown in [14], PEP is naturally in NP for ﬁnite cellular automata. From
[10] we know that PEP is solvable in polynomial time over GF(2) for rules  and +. In [10] the author also showed that
a modiﬁed version of PEP is NP-hard where the predecessor conﬁguration is required to have the minimum number of
cells with non-zero states. This problem is called the bounded predecessor existence problem (BPEP). This problem
remains NP-complete even if the target conﬁguration is ﬁxed to be 1, the vector with all components equal to 1.
For the +-rule, when the target conﬁguration is ﬁxed to be 1, the corresponding problem is also called all-ones
problem [11]. An equivalent version of the all-ones problem was proposed by Peled in [9], where it was called the
lamp lighting problem. The all-ones problem has been extensively studied recently, see Sutner [13,15], Barua and
Ramakrishnan [1] and Dodis and Winkler [3]. Using linear algebra, Sutner [12] proved that the all-ones problem
always has a solution for any graph, and gave some results on counting the number of predecessors for n × n grid
graphs. Lossers [7] gave another beautiful proof also by using linear algebra. A graph-theoretic proof was given by
Eriksson et al. [5]. Galvin [6] gave a linear time graph-theoretic algorithm to ﬁnd solutions for trees. In [10], Sutner
proved that the minimum all-ones problem is NP-complete [8] in general. In [2] we gave an algorithm of linear time
to solve the minimum all-ones problem for a tree, and counted the number of solutions to the all-ones problem for a
given tree.
For the -rule, when the target conﬁguration is ﬁxed to be 1, we call the corresponding problem the  all-ones
problem. Moreover, when the target conﬁguration is ﬁxed to be an arbitrary conﬁguration 1 − b, the corresponding
problem is called general  all-ones problem, where b is an arbitrary conﬁguration. The  all-ones problem is a special
case of the general  all-ones problem for which b is taken to be 0, where 0 is a vector with all components equal to
0. Unlike the +-rule, it is not always true that the  all-ones problem has solutions for all graphs. For example, if
we take G as a triangle or a path on ﬁve vertices, then the  all-ones problem does not have any solution for this G.
On the other hand, from the Odd Set problem in [4] we can easily show that the BPEP for the -rule with the target
conﬁguration 1 remains NP-complete even if G is bipartite. So, it becomes an interesting question to ﬁnd polynomial
time algorithms for trees, a special kind of bipartite graphs. Actually, in this paper we ﬁnd a decision algorithm of
linear time to determine whether a solution exists for the general  all-ones problem for a tree, and from this algorithm
we can deduce a counting algorithm which gives a simple formula to count the number of solutions. We also obtain
another linear time algorithm, and from this algorithm we can ﬁnd a solution with minimal number of cells of non-zero
state in a tree if solutions do exist, i.e., give a solution to the minimum general  all-ones problem.
In other words, the general  all-ones problem is try to ﬁnd a conﬁguration l : V −→ GF(2), such that
∑
v∈N(u)
l(v) + bv = 1, (1)
holds for every u ∈ V , where N(u) is the neighborhood of the vertex u and bv is 1 or 0 as given. In what follows, if
W ={v1, . . . , vs}, then N(W) is deﬁned to be the set N(v1)∪· · ·∪N(vs), as usual. We call (1) the state equation of the
vertex u. If there exists such a function l, then for u ∈ V we say that l(u) is the truth value of u, and {v ∈ V : l(v)= 1}
is a solution to the general  all-ones problem. For u ∈ V , if we can get l(u) from the state equations of some vertices,
we say that u can be assigned a truth value, or l(u) can be determined. In fact, we can formulate the general  all-ones
problem by algebraic language: to ﬁnd solutions for the equation system
AGX + b = 1,
where AG denotes the adjacency matrix of the graph G and b is a vector with component bv equal to 1 or 0 as given.
So, one can employ the Gaussian elimination method to see if there is a solution. However, we hope to have a more
intuitive way to judge if a solution exists. In other words, we would like to work directly on the given graphs. Moreover,
the Gaussian elimination method does not help in solving the minimum general  all-ones problem.
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2. The decision algorithm and the counting of solutions
In this section, we give a decision algorithm of linear time to determine whether there exists a solution to the general
 all-ones problem for a given rooted tree T. Moreover, from this algorithm we can count the number of solutions if
they do exist. First, we introduce some notation as follows:
D = {v ∈ V (T ) : l(v) has been determined},
U =
⎧⎨
⎩u ∈ V (T ) : for all v ∈ N(u), l(v) has been determined, and
∑
v∈N(u)
l(v) + bu = 1
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
L = {v ∈ V (T ) : dv = 1 where dv is the degree of v in T },
F = N(L).
The main idea of this decision algorithm is simple. By the special structure of trees, some vertices can be assigned a
truth value ﬁrst. For example, the truth value of every vertex in F can be determined in order to make the state equation
of each vertex in L hold. Thus, we have D1 = F and U = L ﬁrst. Note that here we mention L instead of the set of
leaves because the root may belong to L if its degree is 1, i.e., it has only one child.
In this section we will give an inductive algorithm. We can determine the truth values of some new vertices from
the state equations of the vertices in N(D1)\U by using the truth values of the vertices in D1. We get D2 by adding
the new vertices into D1. At the same time, the state equations of more vertices hold than before. Hence, U is changed
to be a larger set. Keep this operation until no new vertices are produced. In the process, if the state equation of some
vertex cannot hold, the algorithm stops and outputs NO. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs YES. The correctness of this
algorithm lies in Theorem 2.2.
The Decision Algorithm for the General  All-ones Problem for Trees.
Input: A rooted tree T with n vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn} and a (0, 1)-vector b = (bv1 , bv2 , . . . , bvn).
Step 0: For each v ∈ L, assign the truth value 1 − bv to the only vertex v ∈ F which is adjacent to v, i.e.,
set l(w) = 1 − bv . If there are several vertices v1, v2, . . . , vk in L which has the same adjacent vertex
w ∈ F and bv1 , bv2 , . . . , bvk are not the same, then we cannot assign the truth value to w, and there is
no solution. Exit and output NO.
Step 1: Set D0 = ∅, D1 = F , U = L. For each v ∈ V (T )\U , set e(v) = dv and A(v) = N(v). e(v) will be the
number of all the undetermined vertices adjacent to v and A(v) will be the set of all the undetermined
vertices adjacent to v in the following steps. Set f (v) = 1 − bv and i = 1.
Step 2: If there are new vertices that are determined, i.e., Di\Di−1 = ∅, for each new vertex w ∈ Di\Di−1,
consider all its adjacent vertices whose state equations have not been satisﬁed, i.e., consider each vertex
u ∈ N(w)\U .
Case 1: e(u)3, i.e., there are more than three undetermined vertices adjacent to u. Then deletew from
A(u), and decrease e(w) by 1, becausew has been determined. In addition, decrease f (u) by l(w).
Case 2: e(u)=2, i.e.,A(u)={w, v0}. If l(v0) has not been determined then assign f (u)− l(w) to l(v0),
and add u and v0 to U and Di , respectively. Otherwise, consider whether l(v0) is equal to f (u)− l(w).
If l(v0) = f (u) − l(w), add u to U. Else, there is no solution. Exit and output NO.
Step 3: Set i = i + 1. If Di\Di−1 = ∅, go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4: Output YES, D and U.
At the end of the decision algorithm, if D = V , the truth value of every vertex has been determined, which means
that the solution is unique. Otherwise, D = V and U = V , i.e., the truth value of every vertex in V \D has not been
determined and the state equation of every vertex in V \U is unsatisﬁed. We say that the state equation (1) of the vertex
u is unsatisﬁed if the truth values of at least two vertices in N(u) have not been determined. Furthermore, the reason
why these equations are unsatisﬁed is that the truth value of every vertex in V \D has not been determined.
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Fig. 1. (a) A given rooted tree with vertex set {1, 2, . . . , 14}. (b) Constructed forestF.
We can consider l(v) for v ∈ V \D as variables to be determined and ∑v∈N(u) l(v) + bv = 1 for u ∈ V \U as
restricted equation system of these variables. Corresponding to the restricted equation system, we can construct a
forest F containing group structures. F can be used to count the number of solutions. The construction method is
as follows.
Initially, setF=∅. For all u ∈ V \U whose state equation is (1), suppose N(u)∩ (V \D)={v1, . . . , vk}, k2. By
our decision algorithm, we know that v1, . . . , vk are brother vertices, or some vertex vi is the grandfather vertex of the
other vertices in the original rooted tree T. For the former case, we put v1, . . . , vk into one group B. For the latter case,
we put v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vk into one group B and connect vi to every vertex in B, which makes vi the parent
vertex of every vertex in B. Then we call vi the parent vertex of B and B the child group of vi . For any one of the above
two cases, we add B intoF. After considering all of restricted equations, we get the forestF. It is easy to see that
the total number of groups inF, denoted by B(F), is |V \U |. Next we state the method as the following algorithm by
using the concept of layers of the original tree T.
Denote the root of T as t. For all u ∈ V (T ), the minimum distance between t and u is denoted by d(t, u). Denote
g(u) as the grandfather vertex of u. Set
B¯T (u) = {v ∈ T : v and u have the same parent vertex in T }.
Note that u ∈ B¯T (u).
The Construction Algorithm for F.
Input: A rooted tree T, and the set D obtained by executing our decision algorithm.
Step 0: If D = V , there exists a unique solution, exit. Else, suppose V \D = Cj1 ∪ Cj2 ∪ · · · ∪ Cjs , where
Cji = {v ∈ V \D : d(t, v) = ji}, 1 is, j1 < · · ·<js . Note that j1 may be equal to 0. SetF= ∅.
Step 1: Do the following operations until Cj1 = ∅.
Choose v ∈ Cj1 . If B¯T (v) ∩ Cj1 = {v}, then add v to F and delete v from Cj1 . Otherwise, let
B = B¯T (v) ∩ Cj1 , add B toF and delete all vertices in B from Cj1 .
Step 2: For k = 2 to s, do the following operations until Cjk = ∅.
Choose v ∈ Cjk . Set B = B¯T (v) ∩ Cjk , then add B toF and delete all vertices in B from Cjk . If g(v)
belongs to Cj1 ∪ · · · ∪Cjk−1 , then connect g(v) with all the vertices in B to make g(v) the parent vertex
of B.
Step3: OutputF.
AfterF has been constructed, we give the deﬁnition of layers inF. All the roots of the trees inF can be considered
in the top layer or the ﬁrst layer ofF because they have no parent inF. And all the children vertices of those in the
top layer can be considered in the second layer ofF, etc.
Example 2.1. For a given rooted tree in Fig. 1(a) with b = (0, 0, . . . , 0), by executing our decision algorithm, we get
that D = {2, 3, 7, 8, 9}, U = {1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}, and l(3) = l(7) = l(8) = l(9) = 1, l(2) = 0. The equation
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system consisting of all the unsatisﬁed state equations is
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
l(1) + l(4) + l(5) = 1,
l(1) + l(6) + 1 = 1,
1 + l(10) + l(11) = 1,
l(4) + l(12) + l(13) = 1,
l(5) + l(14) = 1.
The constructed forestF is in Fig. 1(b).
The purpose of constructing the forestF is to count the number of solutions to the general  all-ones problem. The
counting method is given as follows.
The counting method
For each vertex, we set a boolean variable Judge-State and an integer variable Num. Let the Judge-State of each leaf
ofF be YES, and that of any other vertex be NO. Set 1 to the Num of each vertex.
If the Judge-State of every vertex in some group B with parent vertex f is YES, then let Num(f ) = Num(f ) ∗
2|B|−1
∏
v∈B Num(v), and delete B fromF. Once some vertex of state NO does not have children, change its state into
YES. Go on until there are only m isolated vertices v1, . . . , vm and s groups B1, . . . , Bs left in the top layer. Let
N = 2m+
∑s
i=1|Bi |−s
m∏
i=1
Num(vi)
s∏
i=1
∏
v∈Bi
Num(v). (2)
Then we claim that N is the number of solutions to the general  all-ones problem for the tree T.
Deﬁnition 2.1. For any v ∈ V (F), denote Q(v) = {w ∈ V (F) : there exists a sequence of vertices v = v0, v1, . . . ,
vk =w of V (F) such that vi is the child of vi−1 inF, 1 ik, k0} as the set of all descendent vertices of v includ-
ing itself inF.
Deﬁnition 2.2. For anyw ∈ V (F), denoteEQ(w)={∑v∈N(u) l(v)+bu=1 : u ∈ V \U and (V \D)∩N(u) ⊆ Q(w)}
as the equation system corresponding to Q(w). Note that all the vertices corresponding to the variables in EQ(w) are
the descendent vertices of w inF.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Suppose v ∈ V (F). If v does not have children, then we say that the Num of v has been determined.
If v has children, we say that the Num of v has been determined by using our counting method from the bottom layer
up to delete groups, successively, until v does not have children and its Num has been changed.
Lemma 2.1. If the Num of u ∈ V (F) has been determined, then Num(u) is the number of solutions to the equation
system EQ(u) when u has been assigned a truth value.
Proof. By induction on the number of layers. Supposeuhas k child groupsB1, . . . , Bk which has vertices v11, . . . , v1m1 ;
v21, . . . , v2m2; . . . ; vk1, . . . , vkmk , respectively. Assume that the Num of vij , 1 ik, 1jmi has been determined,
then the equation system EQ(u)\
(⋃
1 ik
1 jmi
EQ(vij )
)
is
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
l(u) + l(v11) + · · · + l(v1m1) = a1,
l(u) + l(v21) + · · · + l(v2m2) = a2,
...
l(u) + l(vk1) + · · · + l(vkmk ) = ak,
where ai ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ik, has been determined by the original restricted equation system. It is easy to see that
there are 2mi−1 different ways to assign truth values to vi1, . . . , vimi when u has been assigned a truth value, i ∈
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{1, 2, . . . , k}. By the induction hypothesis, when u has been assigned a truth value, the number of solutions to EQ(vij )
is Num(vij ). So, the number of solutions to the equation system EQ(u) is
∏
1 ik
(
2mi−1
∏
1 jmi Num(vij )
)
=∏
1 ik
(
2|Bi |−1
∏
v∈Bi Num(v)
)
, which is exactly the Num of u calculated by using our counting method. The proof
is complete. 
Lemma 2.2. The ﬁnal result obtained by our counting method is equal to the number of solutions to the equation
system consisting of all the unsatisﬁed state equations.
Proof. Suppose only m isolated vertices v1, . . . , vm and s groups B1, . . . , Bs in the top layer of F are left after
deleting groups by using our counting method, successively. By Lemma 2.1, the Num of each vertex v in {v1, . . . , vm}
and B1, . . . , Bs is equal to the number of solutions to EQ(v). After deleting the equation system
(⋃m
i=1 EQ(vi)
) ∪(⋃s
i=1
⋃
v∈Bi EQ(v)
)
from the equation system of all the unsatisﬁed equations, the remaining equation system is
∑
v∈Bi
l(v) = ai, 1 is. (3)
It is easy to see that for w ∈ {v1, . . . , vm}, l(w) can be 1 or 0 arbitrarily. Meanwhile, there are totally 2|Bi |−1 different
ways to assign the truth values to the vertices of Bi under the restriction of (3), 1 is. Hence, the total number of
solutions to the entire equation system is
N = 2m
s∏
i=1
2|Bi |−1
m∏
i=1
Num(vi)
s∏
i=1
∏
v∈Bi
Num(v)
= 2m+
∑s
i=1 |Bi |−s
m∏
i=1
Num(vi)
s∏
i=1
∏
v∈Bi
Num(v),
which is exactly the ﬁnal result obtained by our counting method. 
Surprisingly, although (2) looks like a complicated formula, there exists a very simple formula for calculating the
number of solutions to the general  all-ones problem for a tree T, i.e., 2|U |−|D|. Next we give its proof.
Theorem 2.1. N = 2|U |−|D|.
Proof. For any v ∈ V (F), after its Num has been determined, by our counting method we can claim that
Num(v) = 2|Q(v)\{v}|−|{B:B⊆Q(v)\{v}}|. (4)
In fact, at the timewe delete every groupB, we transfer 2|B|−1 and theNum of every vertex inB that has been determined
to the parent vertex of B. Thus, it is easy to prove (4) by induction.
Our proof proceeds by induction on the number of layers. From bottom up, suppose v does not have child groups,
i.e., v is a leaf. Then (4) obviously holds. Suppose v has s child groups B1, . . . , Bs , which has vertices v11, . . . ,
v1m1; v21, . . . , v2m2; . . . ; vs1, . . . , vsms , respectively. By the induction hypothesis, we have that Num(vij ) =
2|Q(vij )\{vij }|−|{B:B⊆Q(vij )\{vij }}|, 1 is, 1jmi . Then
Num(v) = 2
∑s
i=1 |Bi |−s
s∏
i=1
∏
w∈Bi
Num(w)
= 2
∑s
i=1 |Bi |−s
s∏
i=1
∏
w∈Bi
2|Q(w)\{w}|−|{B:B⊆Q(w)\{w}}|
= 2
∑s
i=1 |Bi |+
∑s
i=1
∑
w∈Bi |Q(w)\{w}| × 2−(s+
∑s
i=1
∑
w∈Bi |{B:B⊆Q(w)\{w}}|)
= 2|Q(v)\{v}|−|{B:B⊆Q(v)\{v}}|.
Hence our claim holds. 
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Suppose only m isolated vertices v1, . . . , vm and s groups B1, . . . , Bs in the top layer are left after deleting groups
by using our counting method, successively. Then
N = 2m+
∑s
i=1 |Bi |−s
m∏
i=1
Num(vi)
s∏
i=1
∏
w∈Bi
Num(w)
= 2m+
∑s
i=1 |Bi |−s
m∏
i=1
2|Q(vi)\{vi }|−|{B:B⊆Q(vi)\{vi }}|
s∏
i=1
∏
w∈Bi
2|Q(w)\{w}|−|{B:B⊆Q(w)\{w}}|
= 2m+
∑m
i=1 |Q(vi)\{vi }|+
∑s
i=1 |Bi |+
∑s
i=1
∑
w∈Bi |Q(w)\{w}|
× 2−(s+
∑m
i=1 |{B:B⊆Q(vi)\{vi }}|+
∑s
i=1
∑
w∈Bi |{B:B⊆Q(w)\{w}}|)
= 2|V (F)|−|B(F)|
= 2|V \D|−|V \U |
= 2|U |−|D|.
Theorem 2.2. The decision algorithm for a rooted tree T with n vertices is correct and its time complexity is O(n).
Proof. When our decision algorithm stops at some vertex v and outputs NO, the state equation of v can not hold, and
thus the general  all-ones problem for T does not have solutions. Otherwise, there are two cases. One is that D = V ,
the other is that D = V and U = V . For the former case, the truth value of every vertex has been determined and every
state equation holds, which means that the general  all-ones problem for T has a unique solution. For the latter case,
the number of solutions is 2|U |−|D| > 0 by Theorem 2.1, which means that the  all-ones problem for T has solutions.
Thus our decision algorithm is correct.
It can be seen that the time complexity of our decision algorithm is O(n) by counting the total number of executions
of Cases 1 and 2 in the algorithm. This number is at most
∑
i1
∑
w∈Di\Di−1
|N(w)|
∑
w∈V
|N(w)| =
∑
w∈V
dw = 2|E(T )| = 2(n − 1).
Clearly, the time complexity of executing Cases 1 and 2 is O(1). Hence the total time complexity of our decision
algorithm is O(n). 
Note that in our algorithm, the choice of the root is immaterial. In fact, any vertex of T may be the root and our
decision algorithm will obtain the same output. Our counting method will get the same number of solutions because
|V | and |U | are the same.
3. The algorithm for the minimum general  all-ones problem for trees
From our Theorem 2.1 we know that for a tree T if the general  all-ones problem has solutions, then the number
of solutions could be exponentially large. So, for the minimum general  all-ones problem we cannot efﬁciently get
an optimal solution simply by exhausting all the solutions. Polynomial time algorithms are needed to tackle it. In this
section we give another algorithm to determine whether there exists a solution to the  all-ones problem for a rooted tree
T, and moreover this algorithm can ﬁnd a solution for the minimum  all-ones problem for trees if solutions do exist.
Furthermore, the algorithm can be modiﬁed slightly to solve the minimum general  all-ones problem. But, unlike the
algorithm in Section 2, it is of no help for the counting of solutions.
At ﬁrst, we sketch the rough idea for our algorithm. Similar to the algorithm for the minimum all-ones problem for
trees in [2], we ﬁrst set a triple (Pv,Qv, Sv) for every vertex v of T, where Pv and Qv are sets of vertices and Sv is a
value over GF(2). Here we name Sv as the inﬂuenced state value of v. Then from bottom to up, we could determine the
triple of each vertex of T inductively. At last, we could get the solution to the minimum  all-ones problem from the
triples of the remaining few vertices. The algorithm is as follows. Perhaps the following ﬁgure can serve as an example
to help checking this algorithm.
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Algorithm for the Minimum  All-ones Problem for Trees.
Input: A tree T rooted at t and a triple (Pv,Qv, Sv) for every vertex v of T.
Step 0: Initially, for every vertex v of T, set ({v},∅, 0) for v.
Step 1: Use SUBPROCEDURE successively to change the triple for every vertex of T layer by layer from
bottom up, till no two-layer tree exists. Then the following two cases are left:
Case 1: Only t is left. Suppose that its triple is (P,Q, S).
If S = 0, no solution exists, then stop the algorithm.
Else, choose the one with smaller cardinality in {P,Q} to be a solution to the minimum  all-ones
problem.
Case 2: Only one-layer tree with root t is left. Add an artiﬁcial vertex t0 to be the parent of t and denote
T0 as the new tree. Set the triple ({t0},∅, 0) to t0. Operate on the two-layer tree with root t0 by using
SUBPROCEDURE. If the triple of t0 has been changed into (Pt0 ,Qt0 , St0), then Qt0 is a solution to the
minimum  all-ones problem.
The SUBPROCEDURE, which is employed by our minimum  all-ones algorithm, is given as follows.
Consider a two-layer tree with root r. This SUBPROCEDURE deletes all the grandchild vertices of r and their parent
vertices from the two-layer tree, and changes the triple of r at the same time.
SUBPROCEDURE.
Input: A two-layer tree with root r.
Step 1: Repeat
Choose a grandchild vertex w of r with the parent vertex f.
Employ SUBSUB.
Until all the grandchild vertices of r and their parent vertices are deleted.
The SUBSUB, which is employed by SUBPROCEDURE, is given as follows.
Consider a two-layer tree with root r. Supposew is a grandchild vertex of r, f is the parent vertex ofw. The following
SUBSUB deletes the one-layer tree with root f.
SUBSUB.
Input: A two-layer tree with root r, a grandchild vertex w of r and the parent vertex f of w.
Step 1: If the inﬂuenced state values of w and its brother vertices are different, then no solution exists, stop our
algorithm for the minimum  all-ones problem.
Else, the inﬂuenced state values of w and its brother vertices are the same. We denote Sw as the
inﬂuenced state value. If 1 − Sw = 1, change (Pr ,Qr, Sr) into (Pr ∪ Pf ,Qr ∪ Pf , Sr); else,
change (Pr ,Qr, Sr) into (Pr ∪ Qf ,Qr ∪ Qf , Sr). Suppose all the triples of w and its brothers are
(P1,Q1, S1), . . . , (Pm,Qm, Sm). We employ the so-called Minimum Odd (Even) Sum Algorithm to
get the solution Dw (Ew) on {(P1,Q1), . . . , (Pm,Qm)}.
Case 1: Sf = 0. Change (Pr ,Qr, Sr) into (Pr ∪ Ew,Qr ∪ Dw, (Sr + 1 − Sw)).
Case 2: Sf = 1. Change (Pr ,Qr, Sr) into (Pr ∪ Dw,Qr ∪ Ew, (Sr + 1 − Sw)).
Finally, delete the one-layer tree with root f from the two-layer tree with root r.
Remark 3.1. The Minimum Odd (Even) Sum Problem and its algorithm can be found in [2]. The application of this
algorithm on sets can be found in Step 2 of our algorithm for the minimum + all-ones problem for trees. The details
are omitted.
In order to prove the correctness of our algorithm, we shall use the following notations and terminology for further
discussion. The proof may be some tedious.
Deﬁnition 3.1. For a rooted tree with root t, the pseudo  all-ones problem is to ﬁnd a subset C of vertices such that for
every vertex v except for t, the number of vertices in C adjacent to v is odd, while the number of vertices in C adjacent
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to t is arbitrary. Then C is called a solution to the pseudo  all-ones problem. The minimum pseudo  all-ones problem
is deﬁned similarly.
According to our algorithm for the minimum  all-ones problem, the inﬂuenced state value of every vertex has been
uniquely determined if the pseudo  all-ones problem has solutions.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Suppose r is not a leaf vertex of the rooted tree T. Denote the set of the children of r as Cr . Denote
Tr as the subtree of T with root r. For c1, . . . , cs ∈ Cr , let Tr−{c1,...,cs } = Tr\(Tc1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tcs ) represent the subtree
obtained by deleting the subtrees with roots c1, . . . , cs from Tr . Let Tr,{c1,...,cs } =Tr−(Cr\{c1,...,cs }) represent the subtree
obtained by deleting the subtrees rooted at the vertices in Cr\{c1, . . . , cs} from Tr . Note that Tr,{c1,...,cs } = Tr when
Cr = {c1, . . . , cs}.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Suppose v is a vertex of T.
(1) If v does not have grandchildren, then v is a leaf or a parent vertex of a leaf, ({v},∅, 0) is the triple assigned to
v. Now, we say that v has been assigned.
(2) If v has grandchildren and all its children and grandchildren have been assigned, then employ SUBPROCEDURE
to delete all the grandchildren of v and their parent vertices. (Pv,Qv, Sv) obtained by the SUBPROCEDURE is
the triple assigned to v. Now, we say that v has been assigned.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that v is any vertex of T. When our algorithm is executed up to v, suppose v has children
f1, . . . , fk, . . . , ft , where f1, . . . , fk are not leaf vertices and the others are leaves. When our algorithm deletes the
subtrees with roots f1, . . . , fk , it changes the triple of v into (Pv,Qv, Sv). Then Pv represents the solution containing v
to the minimum pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,{f1,...,fk}. Qv represents the solution not containing v to the minimum
pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,{f1,...,fk}. And Sv represents the number modulo 2 for the vertices adjacent to v in the
solution to the pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,{f1,...,fk}.
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the number of layers of T. When our algorithm is executed up to v,
f1, . . . , fk and their children have been assigned. Suppose after executing SUBSUB to delete f1 and its children, f2
and its children, . . . , fk and its children, the triple of v has been changed into (P (1)v ,Q(1)v , S(1)v ), (P (2)v ,Q(2)v , S(2)v ), . . . ,
(P
(k)
v ,Q
(k)
v , S
(k)
v ),successively. Note that the original triple of v is (P (0)v ,Q(0)v , S(0)v ) = ({v},∅, 0) and the last triple
(P
(k)
v ,Q
(k)
v , S
(k)
v )= (Pv,Qv, Sv). We claim that {v} ∪ (P (i)v \P (i−1)v ) or (Q(i)v \Q(i−1)v ), 1 ik, represents a solution
to the minimum pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,fi under the condition that v belongs to the solution or not, and
S
(i)
v − S(i−1)v represents the number modulo 2 for the vertices adjacent to v in the solution to the pseudo  all-ones
problem for Tv,fi .
We only show the claim for the case i = 1. The other cases are similar. Assume that f1 has children w1, . . . , wm.
When we begin to execute SUBSUB to delete f1 and w1, . . . , wm, suppose the triples of f1 and w1, . . . , wm are
(Pf1 ,Qf1 , Sf1) and (Pw1 ,Qw1 , Sw1), . . . , (Pwm,Qwm, Swm), respectively. By the induction hypothesis, Pwj or Qwj ,
1jm, represents a solution to the minimum pseudo  all-ones problem for Twj under the condition that wj
belongs to the solution or not. Swj represents the number modulo 2 for the vertices adjacent to wj in the solution
to the pseudo  all-ones problem for Twj . Pf1 or Qf1 represents the minimum solution to the pseudo  all-ones
problem for Tf1−{w1,...,wm} under the condition that f1 belongs to the solution or not. And Sf1 represents the number
modulo 2 for the vertices adjacent to f1 in the solution to the pseudo  all-ones problem for Tf1−{w1,...,wm}. The
triple of v is (P (0)v ,Q(0)v , S(0)v ) = ({v},∅, 0) at this time. Next we show that the steps in SUBSUB are necessary
and correct.
1. The inﬂuenced state values of w1, . . . , wm are different. Note that Swj is the number modulo 2 of the vertices
adjacent to wj in the solution to the pseudo  all-ones problem for Twj , 1jm. In order to guarantee that the state
equation of wj holds, we need adjust f1 to belong to the solution Cv,f1 to the pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,f1 or
not, that is,
Cv,f1 (f1) + Swj = 1, j = 1, . . . , m, (5)
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where Cv,f1 (f1)= 0, if f1 /∈Cv,f1 ; Cv,f1 (f1)= 1, otherwise. Hence, when the inﬂuenced state values of w1, . . . , wm
are different, the pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,f1 does not have solutions, neither the  all-ones problem for T.
2. The inﬂuenced state value of every vertex in {w1, . . . , wm} is Sw. We still demand
Cv,f1 (f1) + Sw = 1 (6)
to guarantee that the state equation of everywj holds. But (6) means that whether or not f1 belongs to the solutionCv,f1
to the pseudo  all-ones problem depends on the value of 1 − Sw. If 1 − Sw = 1(0), then f1 ∈ (/∈)Cv,f1 . Obviously, in
order to get a solution to the minimum pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,f1 , we must union Pf1 (Qf1) with P
(0)
v and
Q
(0)
v . Now, the state equation of every vertex in {w1, . . . , wm} holds. In order to guarantee that the state equation f1
also holds, we must have
Cv,f1 (v) + Sf1 +
m∑
j=1
Cv,f1 (wj ) = 1.
In order to obtain the optimal solution, if Cv,f1 (v) + Sf1 = 1, we need to get the solution Ew to the Minimum Even
Sum Problem on {(Pw1 ,Qw1), . . . , (Pwm,Qwm)}. Otherwise, we need to get the solution Dw to the Minimum Odd
Sum Problem. And then we also need to union Ew or Dw into P (0)v and Q(0)v correspondingly to get P (1)v and Q(1)v ,
respectively. In addition, after Cv,f1 (f1) has been determined, the corresponding inﬂuenced state value of v will be
changed into S(0)v + 1 − Sw = S(0)v + Cv,f1 (f1), which is exactly S
(1)
v .
After executing SUBSUB, P (1)v = {v} ∪ (P (1)v \P (0)v ) or Q(1)v = (Q(1)v \Q(0)v ) represents a solution to the minimum
pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,f1 under the condition that v belongs to the solution or not, and S
(1)
v −S(0)v represents
the number modulo 2 for the vertices adjacent to v in the solution to the pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,f1 . Thus, the
steps in SUBSUB are necessary and correct, then the claim holds.
So,
Pv = P (k)v = {v} ∪ (P (k)v \P (0)v ) = {v} ∪ (P (k)v \P (k−1)v ) ∪ (P (k−1)v \P (k−2)v ) · · · ∪ (P (1)v \P (0)v )
or
Qv = Q(k)v = (Q(k)v \Q(0)v ) = (Q(k)v \Q(k−1)v ) ∪ (Q(k−1)v \Q(k−2)v ) · · · ∪ (Q(1)v \Q(0)v )
represents the solution containing v or not to the minimum pseudo  all-ones problem for Tv,{f1,...,fk}. And
Sv = S(k)v = (S(k)v − S(0)v ) = (S(k)v − S(k−1)v ) + (S(k−1)v − S(k−2)v ) + · · · + (S(1)v − S(0)v )
represents the number modulo 2 for the vertices adjacent to v in the solution to the pseudo  all-ones problem for
Tv,{f1,...,fk}. 
Theorem 3.1. The algorithm for the minimum  all-ones problem for a given rooted tree T outputs an optimal solution
and the time complexity is linear.
Proof. In Step 1, when we call SUBPROCEDURE successively until no two-layer tree exists, the following two cases
are left.
Case 1: Only one vertex is left, i.e., the root t of T. Suppose (P,Q, S) is the ﬁnal triple of t. P is the optimal solution
containing t and Q is the optimal solution not containing t to the minimum pseudo  all-ones problem for T. If S = 1,
the number of the vertices adjacent to t in either P or Q is odd, then both P and Q are solutions to the  all-ones problem
for T. Thus, the one in {P,Q} with smaller cardinality is an optimal solution to the minimum  all-ones problem for
T. If S = 0, the number of the vertices adjacent to t in either P or Q is even. Since the inﬂuenced state value of every
vertex has been uniquely determined if the pseudo  all-ones problem has solutions, the inﬂuenced state value does not
depend on whether or not the solution is an optimal one. Therefore, the number of vertices adjacent to t in any solution
to the pseudo  all-ones problem will be even. Then the  all-ones problem does not have solutions.
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Fig. 2. An example of our algorithm for the minimum  all-ones problem for trees. The solution is {3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 14}.
Fig. 3. An example of our algorithm for the minimum general  all-ones problem for trees with the restriction that all the initial states of vertices are
0 except the states of vertices 3 and 8.
Case 2: Only one-layer tree with root t is left. When our algorithm for the minimum  all-ones ﬁnishes the execution
of Case 2, we get (Pt0 ,Qt0 , St0) where t0 is an artiﬁcial vertex mentioned in Case 2 of the algorithm. By Lemma 3.1,
Qt0 is a solution not containing t0 to the minimum pseudo  all-ones problem for T0. Clearly,Qt0 is an optimal solution
to the minimum  all-ones problem for T.
For the time complexity, one can see that our algorithm proceeds layer by layer on T from bottom up. For every layer
our algorithm uses time linear in the number of vertices in the layer, even though sometimes the algorithm of linear
time for the Minimum Odd or Even Sum problem has to be used. It is then easy to see that the total time complexity
used by our algorithm is still linear. 
An example to show our algorithm at work is given in Fig. 2 as before. The rooted tree T in Fig. 2 has 14 vertices
{1, 2, . . . , 14}. Initially, our algorithm set a triple ({v},∅, 0) for every vertex v. Then, from bottom up, the triple
for every vertex which has grandchildren can be assigned. In the end, by comparing |{1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}| = 8 and
|{3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 14}| = 6, we get an optimal solution {3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 14} to the minimum  all-ones problem for the rooted
tree. The details about the triple (Pv,Qv, Sv) for every vertex v are recorded in Fig. 2.
In fact, we can change the algorithm for the minimum  all-ones problem for trees slightly to solve the minimum
general  all-ones problem AX + b= 1 where b is the initial conﬁguration. We need only to set ({v},∅,bv) instead of
({v},∅, 0) for every vertex v of T initially in Step 0 while the other parts of the algorithm remains unchanged.
It is easy to see that the new algorithm is guaranteed to terminate with an optimal solution for the minimum general 
all-ones problem. An example is as follows (Fig. 3). If we restrict all the initial states of vertices to be 0 except the states
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of vertices 3 and 8, we can get the triple of vertex 1 being ({1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 14}, {3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}, 1) after we execute the
new algorithm. So P = {1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 14} and Q= {3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} can be both the solution to the minimum  all-ones
problem.
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